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Abstract

In the last decade, governments around the world have created open government data (OGD) repositories to make government data more accessible and usable by the public, mostly motivated by values such as improved government transparency, citizen collaboration and participation, and spurring innovation. The basic assumption is that once data are more discoverable, accessible, available in alternative formats, and with licensing schemes that allow free re-use, diverse stakeholders will develop innovative data applications. Despite OGD’s potential transformative value, there is limited evidence for such transformation, particularly due to scarce data use, which is partly attributable to the lack of technical skills and user training. To advance the dialogue around methods to increase awareness of OGD, improve users’ skills to work with OGD, and encourage data use, the paper compares and contrasts how three training interventions in Spain, Italy, and the United States have sought to improve users’ skills and engaged them in their use of OGD. We report three main findings. First, introduction and analysis skills are taught in combination to encourage use of open data. Being aware of OGD and its benefits is insufficient to promote use. Second, OGD training seems to be more effective when complemented with knowledge about context and interactions with government. Finally, embedding the training interventions in the specific contexts and considering the unique characteristics, interests, and expectations of different types of users is critical to success.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, governments around the world have created open government data (OGD) repositories to make government data more accessible and usable by the public. The OGD movement has been motivated by values such as improved government transparency, citizen collaboration and participation, and spurring innovation (Harrison et al., 2012). The basic assumption is that once data are more discoverable, accessible, available in alternative formats desired by multiple users, and with licensing schemes that allow free re-use, diverse stakeholders will develop innovative data applications (Chan, 2013; Janssen, Charalabidis, & Zuiderwijk, 2012). Within the public sector, OGD has been associated with three main democratic activities: monitoring government actions to promote transparency and accountability; deliberating and discussing policy alternatives; and participating and collaborating in the design, implementation, and evaluation of government services (Baldwin, 2014; Ruijer, Grimmelikhuijsen, & Meijer, 2017). Outside the public sector, OGD can potentially increase economic growth through the development of sustainable data-driven innovations (Baldwin, 2014; Grant, 2016; Susha, Grönlund, & Janssen, 2015).

Although it is common to attach a transformative value to OGD, there is limited evidence for such transformation, particularly due to scarce data use (Martin, 2014). The OGD movement has been primarily a supply- driven initiative, spurned by the new availability of datasets and other potentially valuable information resources (Ohemeng & Ofosu-Adarkwa, 2015; Styrin, Luna-Reyes, & Harrison, 2017). However, current research suggests that data use is scarce, there is limited involvement of non-profits, and the direct participation of citizens is almost non-existent (Safarov, Meijer, & Grimmelikhuijsen, 2017; Styrin et al., 2017). Furthermore, there are only isolated efforts to understand the characteristics of OGD users, such as their intended use, skills and expertise, and types of tasks they desire performing with the data (Graves & Hendler, 2014; Martin & Begany, 2017a; Susha et al., 2015).
There are several factors that influence the use of OGD (Janssen et al., 2012; Martin, Law, Ran, Helbig, & Birkhead, 2017; Susha et al., 2015). Limited technical skills is an important barrier (Graves & Hendler, 2014; Lyon et al., 2015; Safarov et al., 2017): most users lack the skills required to assess the quality of the data and its fitness to use, and awareness of what they can do with the data. Although user training is a critical component of facilitating OGD use, there is limited research on strategies to train diverse users. A major challenge is that as OGD portals expand the number and variety of users, it is unclear who the new users are and what they desire (Martin & Begany, 2017a; Janssen & Zuiderwijk, 2014; Zuiderwijk, Janssen, & Davis, 2014). To advance the dialogue around methods to train users and improve their data skills, we compare and contrast three training interventions to promote the use of OGD in Spain, Italy, and the United States, discussing how they improved users’ skills and engaged them in their use of OGD. This comparison allows us to explore the desirable effects of improving such skills and knowledge, to analyze how this can be accomplished through training and engagement initiatives, and to identify important challenges and useful strategies. To accomplish our objective, the paper is organized in five more sections besides this introduction. The coming section discusses OGD, particularly focusing on users and main challenges in developing user engagement with OGD. The third section of the paper presents our research method and data sources. The fourth section of the paper includes a description of each of the three cases. The fifth section compares how these trainings were implemented, their early outcomes, and key challenges. We finish the paper by summarizing our current progress and pointing to further developments.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

We start this section with a brief introduction to OGD and its main challenges, and we continue with a summary on main users and skills needed to take advantage of OGD.

2.1. Open Government Data Challenges and Barriers to Use
Open government data is commonly defined as data produced with public resources and made publicly available with a license that allows for re-use and re-packaging in innovative applications (Janssen et al., 2012). Although some definitions of OGD include a requirement to be machine-readable, for other perspectives it is sufficient to have a free use license. OGD practitioners have identified a quality standard based on the degree of data openness, with “five star” OGD being available online, in structured formats, usable in free software packages, with web addresses or other uniform resource identifiers to enable users to locate data, and linked to other data to develop applications (Berners-Lee, 2009; Martin & Begany, 2017b).

Current experiences demonstrate that the OGD movement faces several challenges. A set of challenges is related to the data publication process, including the lack of willingness to open data because of organizational culture and capabilities (Yang & Wu, 2016; Wirtz, Piehler, Thomas, & Daiser, 2016; Wirtz et al., 2016; Zuiderwijk, Janssen, Choenni, Meijer, & Alibaks, 2012), legal and regulatory issues, particularly those related to privacy and security (Zuiderwijk & Janssen, 2014; Janssen et al., 2012; Martin & Begany, 2017a; Styrin et al., 2017; Zuiderwijk et al., 2014; Khayyat & Bannister, 2015), technical challenges, such as the unavailability of a supporting infrastructure to the lack of standards, fragmentation, and legacy systems (Janssen et al., 2012; Lyon et al., 2015; Martin & Begany, 2017a), skills and knowledge gaps among public managers involved in all stages of the data production cycle, from data collection to publication and archiving (Lyon et al., 2015; Martin & Begany, 2017b; Zuiderwijk et al., 2014), and economic factors, which include resources needed by government agencies to curate and publish the data (Barry & Bannister, 2014).

Although challenges in the publication process constitute key factors to resolve in order to make data available, important difficulties are also experienced on the side of data users inside and outside government (Susha et al., 2015). For data innovators, ensuring sufficient resources and a proper revenue
model are key challenges to promoting OGD use (Susha et al., 2015). As data become open to new users, they may not have the required technical skills to download, make sense of and use the data, domain-specific knowledge to understand the data or identify potential uses, or access to infrastructure to get benefits from OGD (Lyon et al., 2015; Martin, 2014). At a very basic level, even data-savvy potential users are not always aware of the existence of OGD as a public resource (Martin, Birkhead, & Helbig, 2015). Yet, skills and technical knowledge are commonly considered basic conditions of OGD use (Safarov et al., 2017) and the most important asset from the point of view of innovators and end users (Graves & Hendler, 2014; Hjalmarsson, Johannesson, Juell-Skielse, & Rudmark, 2014; Susha et al., 2015). Common challenges associated with user knowledge include the lack of knowledge to use or to make sense of the data as well as lack of statistical knowledge (Janssen et al., 2012). The lack of interactive functionalities and user-centered design of OGD platforms has also been identified as a main factor limiting data use (Zuiderwijk, Janssen & Susha, 2016). Platform characteristics may even involve barriers to access the data, despite being published, for example, by is requiring registration or charging a fee (Janssen et al., 2012). The lack of dialogue between data providers and users has also been reported as an important barrier (Martin et al., 2013).

Interestingly enough, there are certain users’ challenges that also affect OGD providers. It is the case of information quality, commonly defined as fitness for use (Barry & Bannister, 2014; Helbig, Cresswell, Burke, & Luna-Reyes, 2012; Janssen et al., 2012; Safarov et al., 2017). Data quality is constrained by its completeness, accuracy, and other issues related to its original collection (Martin & Begany, 2017b; Martin et al., 2017). Additionally, OGD is usually collected with specific administrative requirements that are usually very different from those of alternative applications, making re-use, for both providers and users, a challenging endeavor (Helbig et al., 2012). Developing a sustainable business model remains
an unsolved problem for both providers and users (Barry & Bannister, 2014; Janssen & Zuiderwijk, 2014).

2.2. Open Government Data Skills and User Engagement

As the previous section suggests, one of the key barriers for OGD use is the lack of technical skills and domain knowledge, and previous works have widely recognized the importance of having the appropriate skills to take full advantage of the transformative potential of OGD. There is a literature gap on interventions to improve users’ skills and knowledge. The three cases described in our article are a first step towards understanding the desirable effects of different types of interventions to engage potential users and enhance their skills. As our cases target different users in alternative contexts, we first review the existing scarce literature on government data users as well as needed skills.

There are multiple users of OGD, and reaching new audiences beyond the traditional users of specific datasets is an important benefit of OGD (Baldwin, 2014; Martin & Begany, 2017a; Safarov et al., 2017; Susha et al., 2015). Figure 1 illustrates these users and examples of OGD use. Each type of user has different interests and intended use. First, government employees may use the data to improve public services as well as decision and policy making processes (Lyon et al., 2015; Martin & Begany, 2017a). A second category of users is innovators, which include individual programmers and developers as well as established businesses (Grant, 2016; Safarov et al., 2017). They use the data with innovation purposes: usually, these data users develop a new information product or service and commercialize it (Bria et al., 2015). A third type of users encompasses researchers, data journalists, and activists seeking to use OGD to create knowledge in different formats: researchers may use OGD for pilot studies, to advance the literature, or to apply basic or advanced analytics to better understand a problem; data journalists may be interested in analyzing large data sets to identify potential news stories; and activists may aim at using the data to promote transparency or accountability, or to assess and influence policy (Graves & Hendler,
Citizens are a fourth category of users who almost never consume OGD directly, but instead most commonly use data through one or more mediators. By providing citizens with an essential window into the functioning of government, OGD enables citizens to be informed, hold their governments accountable, and engage in participation processes (Dawes, Vidiyaso, & Parkhimovich, 2016; Harrison et al., 2012; Reggi & Dawes, 2016; Ruijer et al., 2017).

In terms of skills needed to use OGD, the Open Data Institute (ODI) has developed a framework that includes six basic skills sets (see https://theodi.org/open-data-skills-framework): introduction (introducing open data and creating value), publishing (using platforms, improving quality, choosing formats, linking data, cleaning data, and boosting usability), management (sustaining open data, building communities, licensing data, measuring success, and managing change), business (innovating with data, designing services, and generating revenue), analysis (applying statistics, using data analytics, finding...
insights, deploying data science, visualizing data, and interacting with data), and leadership (prioritizing action, developing strategy, developing policy, and leading change). Additional approaches refer to similar skills, although they use different names. Miller (2016), for example, presents a set of skills that involve defining a problem, wrangling data, self-managing data, choosing analytical methods, analyzing and communicating findings, and engaging in lifelong learning. Other authors include awareness of the concept of open data, understanding of the context and application domain, managing data, analytical methods, literacy on the use of OGD platforms and related technologies, and techniques for stakeholder involvement (Gil-García, Pardo, & Luna-Reyes, 2017; Puron-Cid, Gil-García, & Luna-Reyes, 2016; Zhang, Luna-Reyes, & Pardo, 2016).

Finally, additional works focus on the concept of data literacy, defined as the set of competencies to use and produce data in a critical way, including data reading skills (understanding how the data is produced), data processing skills (applying computational and statistical tools to transform data), data communication skills (matching data types and communications tools), and data production skills (deepening all elements within data reading) (Tyger & Kirsch, 2016). Other approaches to data literacy include different competency levels according to the education level of the data user (undergraduate/graduate): critical thinking, data analysis, data curation, data information management, data mining, data visualization (also emphasized in the work of Zubiaga & Mac Namee, 2016), research skills, and statistical skills (Atenas et al., 2015). Despite these initial connections, the literature is scarce in relating types of users and needed skills.

In this article, we adopt the Open Data Institute’s framework because of its internal consistency and wider scope. Moreover, being the guiding framework for the ODI training strategy and practice, it has the potential of offering both academic and practical implications. Considering the framework as a starting point, we suggest that all types of users need some basic understanding on OGD, defining problems and engaging in lifelong learning, but also need to develop particular strengths in one or more
additional sets of skills. Thus, we posit that government employees will require skills from the publishing, management, and leadership categories. Innovators may require some of the management skills, particularly those associated with community building, business, and analysis. Researchers, data journalists, and activists primarily need analysis skills, although leadership skills would help them lead change by using OGD.

3. METHODS

The main objective of this article is to explore the desirable effects of improving users’ skills and knowledge by means of training and engagement initiatives. This is novel because it moves from descriptive studies of the different types of users and challenges to engaging them, and towards identifying actionable strategies to train them to enhance use. Our study is therefore motivated by the following research question: how do different training projects address the needs of skills and knowledge of different types of OGD users? We have selected the case study approach for this research, which is particularly useful to respond to questions related to why or how (Yin, 1994). In addition, case studies show how particular practices are developed in particular organizations and, therefore, help refine theory (Scapens, 1990). Qualitative case studies also allow us to study the research question in depth while leaving room for unexpected interesting findings that can form the basis for concrete hypotheses to be tested in future research (Marshall & Rossman, 2011; Yin, 1994). This is particularly useful when there is little existing research on the topic (Yin, 1994), as is the case here.

Case selection was guided by a combination of convenience and theoretical sampling. In particular, the latter played an important role because we aimed at providing preliminary insights and developing conceptual ideas rather than amassing general information. We therefore looked intentionally into diverse populations, various types of trainings, and different contexts, which were needed to help the authors clarify understanding of open data training and engagement (Patton, 2002; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The search for cases resulted in one case involving current and future public and non-profit
managers enrolled in a Master of Public Administration (MPA) or related graduate certificate program in the United States, a second case including Italian students from kindergarten through twelfth grades (K-12), and one last case involving different types of users in Spain.

The research team had first-hand access to case data and also language and contextual knowledge required to compare cases across countries, allowing us to collect primary data to address our research questions. Thus, in addition to our goal of understanding different types of training in their specific contexts, the different level of involvement of the authors in each of the three cases drove our choice of data collection methods.1 Data for the MPA case came from class documentation and assessment artifacts. Assessment artifacts included a midterm examination, a written policy memo assignment, and a satisfaction survey applied in the last day of class. Class documentation included the class syllabus as well as the specific class scripts and homework assignments. Authors in the paper were directly involved in team-teaching the class.

In the case of Monithon, the data was collected by conducting four interviews during March 2016, three with the members of the initiative’s steering committee and one with the manager of the project “OpenCoesione School” of the Italian Government. The quantitative data included in the case is based on the analysis of the 177 “civic monitoring reports” found on Monithon.it website in January 2017.

The data for the Spanish case study come from five key informant interviews with the founders of the organization offering the training and some of the teachers; these occurred during May 2017. Discussion topics included the description of the project (purpose, actors involved, history of implementation), training offered, target population, skills developed, main results, and key challenges. Website documentation, including news, description of the courses, and blogs, was also analyzed.

Data collection protocols can be obtained from the authors.
4. CASE VIGNETTES

4.1. Overview of Three Cases

As noted, three training interventions were selected on the basis of their relevance to OGD-specific skills, accessibility to a diverse audience, and diverse environment which allow for a comparison. The first case ("Future Public Managers") encompasses training first-year graduate students enrolled in a Master of Public Administration or related graduated certificate program in Albany, New York, USA. This graduate program trains students to be leaders in governmental and civil society organizations, and the open data training course is now embedded within one of the data analysis courses required for all students. The second case ("Monithon") is a civil society initiative created by a group of open data activists and enthusiasts seeking to engage the public in using data from the Italian open data portal OpenCoesione.gov.it to verify how Italy spends Structural and Investment Funds from the European Union. In addition to training interested citizens and NGOs, it has expanded to thousands of high school students. The third case ("Barcelona Open Data Initiative") is a data initiative in Barcelona, Spain that aims to educate and empower citizens in the use of open data through numerous training programs. There are multiple formats tailored to different audiences, ranging from public awareness activities to short training courses of a few hours to intensive workshops tailored to specific NGOs.

These cases are valuable examples because they represent three geographical contexts, target different audiences, have alternative instructional designs and fee structures for participants, and use different datasets for instruction. Although a comparison of these three cases cannot answer a question about which format is most effective, these cases do illustrate how training programs can be easily adapted to different contexts and participants’ interests.

4.2. Future Public Managers

4.2.1. Overview of Training Program
The University at Albany is a public university in Albany, New York (United States) with a highly-ranked school of public affairs. The flagship program of its public affairs college is its Master of Public Administration degree, and related graduate certificate programs, which train future public managers. Most of the graduate students in these degree programs seek careers in the government or non-profit sectors, and each student cohort also includes mid-career executives looking for additional training relevant to their positions. Although each student selects concentrations in which they receive specialized training, all students take a required set of core courses that provide basic skills in data analysis, financial management, leadership, and professional development.

Starting in September 2016, the public affairs faculty redesigned the core course, “Data, Models, and Decisions.” This four-credit course is required for all Master of Public Administration students, and is also taken by many graduate certificate students and occasionally by graduate students from other departments. The tuition fee for the course is $1,800 for in-state students and $3,700 for out-of-state and international students, excluding other university fees. The revised curriculum includes six weeks of training on basic data literacy, how to manipulate data in Microsoft Excel, advanced data analysis and visualization in Excel, and basic data management in Microsoft Access. The curriculum focuses on Excel and Access because they are the most commonly used software packages in the public and nonprofit sectors. All of the data for the in-class activities and homework assignments are based on data from Health Data NY, the state’s open health data portal, and HealthData.gov, the federal open health data catalog. The didactic format consists of weekly four-hour sessions, in which instructors alternate between short lectures and interactive group activities. Additionally, students complete weekly homework assignments that reinforce the concepts and skills covered during the lectures. Most activities used one of two datasets: in-class exercises primarily focused on New York’s hospital discharge data, and homework assignments primarily used New York’s food restaurant establishment inspection data. Although both datasets are produced by the state’s Department of Health, they have
different features that make them useful for student learning. The hospital discharge data are based on medical billing records. The dataset is very large, with about 140,000 records, some fields are masked or aggregated to a high level (such as age groups of $\leq 18$, $18-64$, and $\geq 65$ years) to minimize re-identification risk, and include information on costs and charges (not an intuitive topic for most students). The food restaurant inspection data is based on reports submitted by health department staff and contain more descriptive information about food establishments and their violations. Although this dataset is smaller in size and more manageable for manipulations, it contains geolocation data and text fields that need to be summarized meaningfully.

During the first four weeks, students learned how to locate and download the hospital discharge data, read its metadata, conduct exploratory analyses, and create tables and charts. Throughout the exercises, instructors and students frequently discussed data challenges related to data quality, meaning, and policy issues such as reconciling differences between hospital costs and charges, how to de-identify data, and how to manage large datasets. The last two weeks cover data modeling, data management principles, and basic operations on a relational database in order to better understand both management and technical rules to manage data more effectively. To make the content more relevant to students’ careers, instructors frequently link class discussions on the data to broader policy debates, such as why hospital facilities charge different fees for the same procedure, and why patients with different health insurance plans receive higher or lower bills for the same procedure. In-class discussions also focus on issues that students are likely to encounter in their future careers, such as how to communicate evidence to different stakeholders, and why it would be challenging for a government agency to redesign the food safety inspection report forms and data reporting processes.

4.2.2. Early Outcomes

There were two major assessments for this module. The first was a written assignment in which students prepared a memo to the state’s health commissioner regarding trends in food safety violations. This
challenged the students to understand the structure and meaning of the restaurant inspection data, as well as to summarize the data meaningfully to make a recommendation for action, based on their analysis. The second assessment was a mid-term exam that required students to perform data manipulations in Excel and Access on new datasets they had not previously viewed or used in class. Students also provided feedback on the course in their end-of-term evaluations.

Most students were able to successfully complete the memo assignment, demonstrating an ability to synthesize information from a large dataset into a couple summary charts and make a cohesive story about whether food safety improved, worsened, or remained the same; and how to interpret the data meaningfully despite its limitations. In the follow-up class discussions, students expressed surprise that they came to sometimes divergent conclusions and explored reasons why data analysts may develop alternative explanations. On the midterm exam, most students were capable of performing advanced Excel manipulations and basic Access functions on datasets they had not yet encountered, showing that they were able to transfer the data skills they learned using the hospital discharge and food safety OGD examples. Finally, students reported in their semester evaluations that they were engaged in the exercises; felt more prepared to work with data, including searching, downloading, assessing fitness for use, and exploring contents; were more critical of other data-based reports; and had a new awareness of the large volume of government data, challenges to producing high-quality data, and how it could be used for policy analysis.

4.2.3. Challenges

There were several challenges to implementing this training course. First, although most students performed well on the assessments, there were some students who had not yet mastered the skills. However, we do not view this as a major barrier, given that the course is typically one of the most difficult core courses. Second, although students generally reported high satisfaction with the hands-on didactic format, a common complaint was a desire to analyze datasets in other policy domains. Third,
the program is currently limited in scope, with its intensive face-to-face format and required tuition fee. Although it could be possible to adapt the course into a massive online open course (MOOC), the university structure offers limited incentives to do so.

4.3. Monithon

4.3.1. Overview of Training Program

Monithon, or “monitoring marathon” of public spending, is a civil society initiative created in 2013 by a group of OGD activists and enthusiasts. The aim is to engage local groups such as non-governmental organizations (NGOs), informal communities, or high-school students in verifying how Structural and Investment Funds from the European Union (EU) are spent in Italy. This new information can be then channeled to local governments with the goal of improving policy effectiveness.

This “civic monitoring” uses OGD from OpenCoesione.gov.it, the national portal that publishes information on more than 950,000 projects funded by the European Structural Funds and other Italian national funds. These funds are one of the main sources of public investment in Southern Italy and deal with numerous national and local development policies, from supporting new businesses to infrastructure development such as broadband, local transportation, or water supplies.

Monithon’s central staff, mainly composed of volunteers, is responsible for developing the common tools and methodology. It also facilitates the dissemination of this practice to new or existing local groups on the ground. Each group is free to decide which EU-funded project to assess, how to design the monitoring campaign, and how to reach government officials and political leaders. However, the results of all investigations are published in a standard “civic monitoring report” that is validated by staff. This standardized format allows for the collection of comparable information.
The training activities play a pivotal role in this civic monitoring. All investigations are accompanied by some training, which can be more or less structured depending on the target and the capacity of each group or local initiative.

A first type of training is focused on students. The project “A Scuola di OpenCoesione” (ASOC) or “OpenCoesione School,” which is funded and carried out by the Italian government in cooperation with the Ministry of Education and the European Commission, uses Monithon’s tools and methods to engage high-school students in a six-month course focused on OGD, data journalism, and civic monitoring of public spending. The course, which combines asynchronous content in the form of a MOOC with group activities and in-class sessions, aims at developing a wide spectrum of skills, including the identification of relevant OGD on local socio-economic contexts, basic statistical data analysis, data visualization, basic field research (e.g. conducting interviews, gathering evidence on the results of funded interventions), problem solving, communication of results in creative or interactive formats, and community engagement. More importantly, students learn how to connect and interact with public authorities, such as political leaders and government employees responsible for implementation of the funded projects.

A second type of training activity specifically targets citizens. These activities are typically conducted by NGOs using Monithon’s training toolkit to create local “civic monitoring schools.” One example is the European Commission-funded “Integrity Pact” project. This was implemented by Action Aid Italy, in partnership with Monithon and an anti-corruption NGO named Gruppo Abele, using a model from Transparency International. This model of civic control of public spending is based on a pact between two actors – a local government receiving EU funds and a civil society organization in charge of monitoring both the legal and procedural aspects of the project’s implementation and its effectiveness. The Integrity Pact in Sibari (Calabria region) monitors a set of specific interventions to protect cultural resources in a well-known archeological area. Interested citizens, local NGOs staff, and activists
participate in these civic monitoring schools to acquire specific knowledge on the policy mechanisms of EU funding (including their complex governance structure), and other contextual information in the field of local development and cultural heritage management. Participants also learned on how to access government information through legal instruments like a freedom of information act request. Similar training courses, although less structured, have been tested in the cities of Bologna, Bari, Brindisi, Taranto, Pisa, and Ancona.

4.3.2. Early Outcomes
One major success has been the large number of participants who have been trained. From 2014 to 2017, thousands of secondary students from more than 400 schools across Italy have participated in the course. At the college level, the Europe Direct Center of the City of Turin and local Monithon group adapted the ASOC course for the University of Turin’s students. Beyond formal education settings, in 2017, dozens of local communities and individual citizens participated in a civic monitoring school.

A second important outcome has been the volume of reports, which reflects the high penetration of the training across Italy and interest in the program. As of March 2017, 177 public interventions were monitored, worth over 1.2 billion Euros. Sixty-eight percent of the civic monitoring reports were created by the ASOC high school students, signaling that new citizens are being trained to use data. While almost all reports incorporate an analysis using OGD and other publicly available information, 88% of the investigations additionally included a visit to gather further evidence on the impact of the public funding. People interviewed included officials responsible for the interventions (74%), the final beneficiaries (51%), and public representatives such as town councilors or mayors (28%). Overall, the civic monitoring reports concluded that 67% of the funded projects had favorable results, 24% faced critical problems, and 6% were ineffective even after complete implementation that was in compliance with the initial proposal. The remaining 3% could not be assessed because the projects had just started at the moment of the investigation, so no sufficient evidence could be collected. Most reports provided
actionable feedback: 36% contained specific suggestions to overcome these difficulties, while the remaining offered more general ideas such as improving the project’s governance or public communication strategies. These recommendations demonstrate that training program participants are able to synthesize the quantitative findings into actionable information.

A third outcome comprises anecdotal cases of reports leading to new policy decisions. For example, the ASOC students from Locri (Calabria region) found that a youth community center, created using a renovated building seized from an organized crime organization, was not operational because the municipality could not select an NGO to take over its management. The students drew the attention of the national government and the European Commission through their well-designed campaign. As a consequence, a new call for bids was issued, taking the students’ input into consideration.

4.3.3. Challenges

The main challenges that citizens encountered during the training activities and the actual investigations include the lack of comprehensive data on the policy goals and decisions for the funding and project’s outputs, the insufficiency of OGD at the local level (especially in small towns lacking open data portals), and the complexity of the local governance, which makes it difficult to identify the actors involved and to hold them accountable. An additional challenge was the financial sustainability throughout the civic monitoring process, from the maintenance of the common tools at the national level, to the engagement of communities and individual people on the ground. Also, although high school students training was funded by a national public organization, training activities addressed to activists and communities mainly relied on volunteer efforts.

Even though the majority of the investigations succeeded in reaching policy makers, posing questions and giving suggestions during interviews or public events, it is too early to determine whether this dialogue will create meaningful policy change. There are no stringent legal and policy mechanisms requiring the public organizations to consider the feedback, and consequently in many cases policy
makers showed only a symbolic commitment to tackle the issues raised in the civic monitoring reports and avoided taking action. In several cases, the national government only considered using information about interventions with positive results.

4.4. Barcelona Open Data Initiative

4.4.1. Overview of Training Program

The Barcelona Open Data Initiative (Barcelona Iniciativa Open Data) is a civic organization based in Barcelona (Spain) that was co-founded in 2016 by Lourdes Muñoz, a politician working on policy and technology, and Alberto Abella, a researcher and OGD consultant. They aimed to encourage the publication and use of OGD in the context of the metropolitan area of Barcelona, although their area of influence expands to all of Catalonia. As a first step, the co-founders staffed the organization with a group of known OGD champions, mainly public employees working on OGD initiatives and data journalists. They also set up an advisory board that includes activists and representatives from government, universities and research centers, nonprofits, and technological companies.

Barcelona Open Data Initiative offers three types of training activities. The first takes place under the umbrella of the Data Citizen School, a training program to educate citizens in the basic skills and knowledge needed to use and make sense of OGD. Its goals are to empower citizens in the use of OGD, to offer training tools for personal development in OGD, and promote knowledge. The two-hour workshops are free and cover topics such as the value of OGD, licenses, data quality, OGD platforms, and OGD formats. Although these workshops target average citizens, participants are usually students that are exploring new topics and areas of interest.

The second training program targets OGD professionals, such as public employees working with OGD, developers, and data journalists. It includes several four-hour modules on different topics, such as legal aspects of OGD, OGD reuse, linked data, and social impact of OGD. Most modules cost 130 Euros. The different modules can be combined in four certificates: two on Open Data Governance (Basic Open Data
Governance and Intermediate Open Data Governance) and two on Business Open Data (Business Professional Open Data and Business Advance Professional Open Data). Some of these modules are certified by the Open Data Institute (ODI) in the United Kingdom (Barcelona Open Data Initiative is a node of ODI in Barcelona).

Finally, the tailored-made training program is being launched at the time of writing. It is designed to meet the specific needs and requirements of the requesting organization. The first training activity has been funded by the Autonomous Government of Catalonia and aims to empower Catalan nonprofit organizations to use its OGD. Among its specific objectives, the Autonomous Government of Catalonia wants to encourage nonprofits to identify data sets that are relevant but not yet open.

Depending on their target audience, different courses emphasize different skills. For example, the course on OGD reuse targets professionals such as data journalists that use OGD as an essential part of their careers, and includes several tools to search, download, and visualize the data. In contrast, the course on portal data targets public employees whose organizations are building OGD portals, and focuses on the process of publishing the data and developing skills such as data validation and data cleansing.

All the workshops and courses use real OGD that are primarily produced by Catalan local and regional governments. Instructors focus on the Catalan data to show that best practices in opening and reusing data can be found in their own context. The specific datasets used can be related to any domain, such as transportation or safety. In addition, instructors also share examples from other geographical areas.

Although training plays a core role in this initiative, promotion of OGD is not restricted to formal training workshops. Several social events are organized on a regular basis to sensitize citizens to open government data principles. These social events are tailored to different goals. The Drinks & Data and Open Data Beers facilitate networking, the Open Data Day aims to improve citizens’ awareness of the benefits of OGD, and cross-sector round tables promote discussion on open data-related topics. Despite
its slow start, another significant initiative is the Knowledge Community, a platform bringing together individuals and organizations with an interest in OGD.

4.4.2. Early Outcomes
In less than one year, the Barcelona Open Data Initiative has offered more than 20 courses, with an average of six to ten participants. Key informants perceive that most students do not know anything about OGD when they first join a workshop, but they frequently end up registering for two or more courses. This might be an indicator of students’ satisfaction with the workshops and might show that training is somewhat contributing to capacity building. However, there are no course evaluations to systematically assess knowledge and satisfaction and it is too early to assess any economic or social impact or whether students maintain their interest in using OGD.

4.4.3. Challenges
Despite the positive short-term results, there have been three important challenges. The first set of challenges is associated with the start of a new organization. They include economic issues that might jeopardize the sustainability of the project. The course fees are low and several activities are offered for free, given the initiative’s goal to raise awareness of OGD in society. Although the fee structure benefits participants, it may not be financially sustainable for the organization. Another challenge has been a slow start to implementing trainings. Second, it has been difficult to find good OGD trainers. Although most of the individuals interested in teaching courses had experience using OGD portals, they are not all experienced teachers, thereby limiting the success of the course. Finally, the most important challenge has been society’s lack of interest in OGD, which is reflected in the low current demand for these courses. Although the initiative has tried to disseminate workshop information in multiple formats, from personal relationships to social media, it has been hard to engage citizens and demonstrate the potential value of OGD.
5. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

The three cases presented in the previous section of the paper constitute promising examples of training programs to promote OGD use among citizens. In this section of the paper we will compare the cases in the light of current challenges and data skills needed to promote further OGD. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the comparison of the three cases for many relevant dimensions, including how they relate to the ODI framework described in section 2.

Table 1. Overview of three open government data training projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Future Public Managers</th>
<th>Monithon</th>
<th>Barcelona Open Data Initiative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geographic location</td>
<td>Albany, New York (United States)</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Barcelona (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target audiences</td>
<td>Master of Public Administration and graduate certificate students</td>
<td>High school students, Citizens, Non-governmental organizations</td>
<td>Citizens, Professionals (e.g. public employees, developers, and data journalists), Non-governmental organizations requesting tailored workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current coverage</td>
<td>All students from one university’s graduate program (almost 70 students to date)</td>
<td>Approximately 6,000 students from over 400 public schools across Italy from 2014 to 2017, About 50 higher education students from the University of Turin and 30 students from the LUISS University in Rome, 25-30 citizens participated in the first civic monitoring school in Sibari (Calabria region)</td>
<td>Approximately 20 courses, with an average of six to ten participants per class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization responsible for training</td>
<td>University at Albany (public university)</td>
<td>Several organizations (e.g. national government and Action Aid)</td>
<td>Barcelona Iniciativa Open Data (civil society organization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional methods</td>
<td>Six-week face-to-face module within a semester-length course, using in-class activities, homework, and examinations</td>
<td>High school students: six-month blended course with online content and face-to-face in-class activities and homework, Citizens and non-governmental organizations: similar format but compressed timeline (from four days to three months)</td>
<td>Data Citizen School: two-hour workshops, Certificate program: four-hour modules, Organizations: customized 35-hour face-to-face training program, over several weeks, Public awareness activities, such as Drinks &amp; Data, Open Data Beers, Open Data Day, and Knowledge Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees for participants</td>
<td>Requires tuition of $1,800 or $3,700 depending on whether student is a state or out-of-state</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free workshops and public awareness activities, 130 Euros for certificate program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>18,000 Euros for customized training program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data sources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Data NY (New York’s statewide open health data portal)</td>
<td>OpenCoesione (Italy’s federal OGD portal)</td>
<td>Any OGD available on Catalan regional and local OGD portals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthData.gov (United States federal open health data portal)</td>
<td>Other data specifically related to the public investment under investigation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content domains and datasets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain: health</td>
<td>Domain: government expenditures</td>
<td>Domain: based on student interest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most activities use New York’s hospital discharge and restaurant inspection data</td>
<td>Students select one European Union-funded project for detailed analysis</td>
<td>Teachers select specific datasets within different content areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental activities use New York’s environmental data to compare metadata between the state and federal data portals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Comparison of skills, early outcomes, and implementation of three open government data training projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Future Public Managers</th>
<th>Monithon</th>
<th>Barcelona Open Data Initiative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique training program strengths</td>
<td>In-depth training and activities tailored to the skills students need for their careers Focusing on two datasets across six weeks allows for in-depth analysis</td>
<td>Use of massive open online course (MOOC) increases accessibility Wide coverage, particularly among young students</td>
<td>Multiple training formats, including specialized courses for specific organizations, can accommodate diverse needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges of training program implementation</td>
<td>Audience currently limited to graduate students from one program in a single university, with low incentive to broaden into a more accessible MOOC format Training requires user fee, making it inaccessible to broader public Structured format using two datasets has lower appeal to students interested in non-health domains</td>
<td>Timid commitment from government officials Limited information about how policy decisions were taken and about the results of the interventions Complexity of local governance makes it difficult to identify the responsible actors Financial sustainability</td>
<td>Low demand Questionable sustainability of the project No formal evaluation of students’ ability to use OGD once they have finished the courses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All three cases focus primarily on introductory knowledge and uses of OGD. Moreover, when the programs include skills in the areas of analysis, leadership or management, they still approach these skill sets in a basic introductory way. For example, analysis skills cover basic data cleansing, organization, and visualizations using basic spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Excel. All cases focus on the introduction and analysis skills from the ODI framework, although Iniciativa Barcelona Open Data also includes an opportunity for additional advanced courses in all other areas of the ODI framework. We believe this case’s alignment with the ODI framework is the result of the partnership between the Spanish organization and ODI. Further, all three cases show that it is not enough with being aware of
open government data. In addition to introduction skills, focused on getting familiar with OGD and with creating value of OGD, real use depends on additionally having, at least, analysis skills.

Another finding from these cases is that beyond these important introduction and analysis skills, different types of users have unique knowledge needs that require specific additional training. In the Monithon case, NGOs need leadership skills to influence policy change. Public employees in the Barcelona Open Data Initiative receive training on publishing OGD, as these skills are requisite for their tasks as data providers.

However, the cases also suggest a possible skills gap in the ODI framework: the ability to ask meaningful questions about specific public policy problems, identify ways to answer the questions using data, and report findings from the analysis. We argue that this set of skills is related to the development of social capital and therefore also to the skills required to interact with diverse actors (such as governments, policy makers, or the media). These skills are particularly important for researchers, data journalists and data activists that use OGD to promote change or to recommend policy solutions. This is highlighted in the Monithon case, where program participants are particularly interested in investigating the impact of a specific project, submit reports to the government, and expect reactions to such reports in the form of new policy decisions. To help the Monithon students be successful, the program also teaches them how to gather additional qualitative data to better understand OGD in a specific context. The Future Public Managers case addresses these skills through the policy memo assignment, which requires students to synthesize the data meaningfully for an executive leader and provide policy recommendations based on the data analysis. The Barcelona Open Data Initiative’s tailored course for NGOs also emphasizes strategies to communicate and interact with the regional government, in order to increase the future use of OGD. The positive student feedback from that aspect of the training curricula, combined with the observation that all three training programs explicitly addressed this skill set despite evolving independently, suggests that this set of competencies should be added to the ODI framework.
One area where all cases were successful was recognizing the need to tailor the trainings to the needs of the users. Although some core competencies such as locating, downloading, and cleansing data are universal and can be taught in any program, there are important differences between users and uses of open data that require local adaptations of these generic skills. For example, high school students studying the impact of a local infrastructure investment may need additional training on basic civics to understand the context, public administration graduate students need to learn how to manage data in software programs that will likely be available in public agencies and nonprofit organizations, and the students in the Barcelona Open Data Initiative’s tailored training required additional skills in data publication. Using a framework can be useful to ensure coverage of each skill category, but promoting OGD use effectively also requires understanding the users and expected uses of OGD and subsequently tailoring the training curricula and activities to build specific skills.

Finally, all three cases experienced challenges that are consistent with the ones found in previous literature regarding the use of OGD. For example, the Barcelona Open Data Initiative’s struggle to find appropriate instructors resonates with the more general challenge of limited human resources which all sectors developing the OGD enterprise have experienced (Barry & Bannister, 2014; Graves & Hendler, 2014; Martin, 2014). Another important challenge consistent with the literature is associated with data quality (Martin & Begany, 2017a; Martin et al., 2017; Safarov et al., 2017). This is most evident in the case of Monithon, where program participants found incomplete information to analyze the impact of EU funding and subsequently required gathering additional primary data for their reports. In the Future Public Managers case, the instructors took advantage of data quality limitations and used it as a pedagogical tool to help students learn how to properly inspect data, evaluate potential biases, and describe data limitations in reports. While many students found the process of understanding and managing imperfect data to be useful for their professional development, some expressed dismay that they could not trust data.
A final challenge faced by OGD training programs is finding sustainable business models. Sustainability is critical to give users opportunities to improve their skills over time and to continue to train new users as OGD platforms expand and publish data that would be relevant to broader audiences. The Barcelona Open Data Initiative struggles to collect enough funding to continue with its mission. Its fee-for-service model is insufficient given the current low interest in OGD use which has resulted in low enrollment. Also, Monithon shows difficulties to find financially sustainable models, not only to continue developing national tools and methodologies, but also to spread the use of its methods to a wider audience. Only the training of high school students is currently covered by government funding through the project “A Scuola di OpenCoesione”, carried out by the government itself. However, this type of funding is contingent to changes in government executive leadership and the funding may erode under different elected officials, making it not exactly the most sustainable form of funding. Embedding the OGD training in a formal academic curriculum, as in the Future Public Managers case, is more sustainable because it has both infrastructure (such as paid instructors, classroom space, and a mechanism to collect revenue) and funding (in the form of tuition). However, its format limits its impact to a relatively small number of students annually, and the university’s tenure and promotion guidelines offers faculty few incentives to transform the course into a MOOC or develop an open-source textbook that could be used by a broader audience.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The OGD literature has established that OGD skills and engagement of diverse users are critical barriers to broader use. However, there is limited empirical research on interventions to train citizens and professionals and actively encourage their use of OGD. The main objective of this article was to start the conversation on open data training and its potential contribution to increasing use of OGD by analyzing three diverse training programs aimed at building data skills and fostering awareness and use of OGD.
Preliminary results suggest that participants in the cases: 1) enjoy the opportunity to work with real-world data, 2) learn new data skills, mainly focused on introduction and analysis, 3) are surprised about the vast array of government data and its production, 4) gain confidence in transforming raw data into summarized information and communicating findings to diverse audiences, 5) appreciate the challenges of presenting quantitative findings accurately and preventing the risks of data misuse, and 6) are more equipped to critically evaluate existing analyses. At the same time, each program encountered unique challenges such as coverage, selecting data topics with broad appeal, commitment from government officials, and sustainability.

Through our description and comparison of the training projects, we can draw three general conclusions. First, we find that introduction and analysis skills need to be taught in combination to encourage use of open data. Being aware of what OGD is and its benefits is not enough to promote use. Second, training on OGD seems to be more effective when complemented with knowledge about context and interactions with government. The ODI framework should potentially be expanded to also include general skills on how to make the data useful in relation to the users’ interests. Finally, it is critical to embed the training interventions in the specific contexts and tailor the content to the particular characteristics, interests, and expectations of different types of users. In this respect, exploring users’ motivations to enroll in training programs as well as investigating the correlation between those motivations and the different challenges encountered could be interesting areas for further research. In addition, it would also be worth investigating the relationship between specific users’ needs and the associated skills in the training (i.e., the content of the training programs).

Having established that these training programs are both feasible and can be adapted to local contexts, we have not yet found any long-term evidence of impact in terms of increasing use of OGD. Although we coined them “preliminary outcomes”, impact of the different initiatives was reported in terms of outputs (such as number of participants or number of courses) and satisfaction measures rather than in
terms of increasing OGD use. Indeed, given our findings, we can only conclude that OGD training is a *sine qua non* condition to increase OGD usage. Yet, training alone may not necessarily result in increasing OGD use. Therefore, an important direction for the field of OGD is to evaluate systematically the short- and long-term impacts of these training programs in more detail. For example, experimental studies could assess the most effective instructional methods to deliver content, the types of topics and datasets that are most successful at fostering curiosity and a lasting interest in using OGD, and how to make these trainings sustainable. An in-depth understanding of training effectiveness and strategies will be useful to tailor training programs to different audiences and contexts. In addition, further research could look into the combination of strategies (training programs among them) that are needed to effectively increase OGD use.

As OGD platforms and their data offerings continue to evolve, engaging new users and breaking down their barriers to use are critical to unlocking the full value of these data.
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